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?  MA
negative space

Japan ese Cu l t u re Japan ese Ar t s
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W rit in g  & Poet ry Desig n Life

Japan

personal
an  invisib le 

en erg y
purposefu l

in t en t ionally 
in com p let e h et erog en ous dualit y

Four con cep t s Space
of in such asThere are 

Shinto's ideas of 
harmony in relationships

Buddhism's ideas of 
emptiness and 

selflessness 

inspired by 

?  w a   
relat ional space

?  ba  
k now ledg e-m ob ilizing  

space

and ?  tokoro 
locat ion

and

a space that provides an awareness 
of harmonious interpersonal 

connection 

a space where an arrangement of 
elements  create connections, inspire 

knowledge and experiences

the site of a location or state of being 
of an actor in a specific environment

an in-between space that affords 
dissimilar things to coexist expressed 

as a pause in time or an interval 

and

as evidenced in

where it's where it's where it's where it's  where it's where it exemplifies 

- A deliberate pause when performing 

? ? ? , Ojigi - or the Japanese bow, where 

lowering one's head or the upper half of 

one's chest as a sign of salutation, reverence, 

apology, or admiration is commonly 

employed in social and religious situations

- Quiet reflection, thoughtful observation

- Comfortable silence, silent expressions or 

gestures   

for example

an indigenous 
Japanese religion

Asian religious 
influence

com m unal as well as 

for example

- The community is great er  than the individual 

where every action, choice, and intention is 

carefully and deliberately taken considering 

the community versus the self

-  As the community takes precedence over the 

self, destructive actions such as 

over-consumption and waste are slowed down 

considerably, respect ing Ma in nature, 

focusing on restoration, rehabilitation

rest r ict ivebut can be

- In Japanese culture,  Ma influences every 

aspect of life. The world is divided into three 

concentric circles: the inner  circle, uchi (one's 

own family, friends, and colleagues; t he 

m iddle circle, seken, (the public or people); 

and t he out side circle, soto (strangers).

- Here, Ma can be restrictive to the self through 

the social obligation giri, where one cannot act 

in ways that lead to disgrace before the seken

for example

- Noh theater is the pinnacle of the art of ma, 

uniting all of Ma's characteristics into an one 

grand symphony. It exemplifies traditional 

Japanese artistic concerns with dynamic 

equilibrium between object and space, action 

and inact ion , sound and st i l lness, movement 

and repose

- Senu tokoro ga omoshiroki is a Japanese term 

that describes Noh theater and refers to what 

the performer does not  do

- The Kanji character for Ma (? )com bines t he 

charact ers for  ?gat e? above w it h ?sun? below  - 

an image of light beaming through the gaps/ empty 

spaces of a doorway

- In architectural terms, Ma is the dimension of space 

between the structural posts of an interior 

- Empty space ? energy brimming with pot ent ial ?  

is purposefully incorporated  

- In Japanese traditional music, dance, poetry, literature 

and drama, Ma refers to a pause in speech or a brief 

interval bet ween  phases or events, or an intentional 

slowing or abandonment of  rhythm and speed

- This is especially vivid in writing and poetry, where 

thoughts and words are left incom plet e, to be filled in 

with Ma invoked between the reader and the work 

- Yoko Akam a, an award-winning design 

researcher entangles Ma with actor-network 

theory (ANT) to orient our senses towards that 

which have yet assembled or put into effect

- They call this entanglement co-designing, an 

activity based on em ergence where 

constituents are mutually changing towards 

purposeful outcomes 

- They draw Ma's ?bet ween-ness? to explore how 

we are transforming and becoming together  

among heterogeneity

- 'MA means to be In-Bet ween

- MA is the moment just at the end of a 

movement and before the beginning of the 

next one

- MA is like standing on the riverside watching 

the water floating along. You want to reach the 

other side but the other side means death 

- You want to finish your life on this side but not 

yet, you are half here and half over there. 

- Your soul is waiting for the last 

step? com plet ely calm ? without 

breathing? completely quiet? not dead and 

not alive? t h is is Ma ? 'Tadashi Endo, 

Butoh master

 for example for example for example for example for example
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in t en t ional that is

for example

- Large expanses of space are purposefully left 

unpainted in sumi-e brush paint ing

- Proficiency is defined not only by learning the 

characters' forms, but also by understanding 

the link between form  and non-form

- When it comes to sumi-e art, the dimension of 

time is crucial. The marking of rhyt hm  in t im e 

is appreciated in the form of traces of 

movement and brush speed 

- Here, the energy contained behind each brush 

stroke is intentionally amplified by a large 

amount of  empty space

nuan cedand

- Ma has been skillfully employed in Japanese 

cinema to reinforce the story and character(s)

- Silence, pauses in dialogue between 

characters, and no camera movement are 

purposely used by Akira Kurasawa, Kenji 

Mizoguchi, Yasujiro Ozu , Studio Ghibli, and 

modern directors to channel Ma's invisible 

force, delivering cinema's defining moments 

for example

- Ma is a philosophical concept that alludes to 

humans' innate urge to identify with a greater 

purpose, to aspire, and to provide m eaning to 

their lives

-  Ma is the environment in which we live, the 

environment from which we em erge and 

evolve ? it begins as a lack of meaning that 

both the individual and the group must fill

purpose

for example

and encourages

a fu ll l i feresulting in

- By em bracing em pt iness, Ma helps us step 

back and evaluate life from a state of calm, 

clarity and consciousness

- Breaks between thoughts and actions, 

pausing before making a decision, and curbing 

impulses helps live a life that is devoid  of 

dist ract ion  but full of intentional experiences

for example

m in im alist strictly

- Ma's architectural design is exem plif ied by the 

traditional Japanese t ea-house. 

- There are no ornaments or decorative fixtures. 

Here, structural barriers alone lay the groundwork

 for life to function well and harmoniously

- The interior 's em pt iness heightens awareness for 

the fleeting experiences that pass by ?  

the fleeting gatherings of people and items. 

- The house is devoid of material attachments,  

focusing on people and their experiences

for example

m ul t i-d im ensionaland

- The One-Dim ensional Realm : ? ?  hari-ma: Beam 

span where Ma stands for a line in space that 

represents a measurement of length or distance

-  The Two-Dim ensional Realm : ? ? ? ?  roku jo no 

ma: a Six-tatami room (tatami area) where Ma and a 

number of tatami mats denote area

-  The Three-Dim ensional Realm : ? ?  ku-kan: Space 

(empty place) where Ma determines the form and 

function of a spaces within a structure

- The Four -Dim ensional Realm :  ? ?  ji-kan: Time 

(time-place) where Ma denotes stretches of time

for example

st ruct u re and steeped in

- Japanese Buddhists adopted Ma to describe emptiness 

or the void. In the 12th century, the poet-monk Saigyo 

purposefully uses ? ? ?  tae-ma: a pause, gap 

(discontinuous place) compound in his poetry structure

- The use of tae-ma in Saigyo's poems alludes to the 

Buddhist concept of ku (? ), or emptiness; the first uses a 

spatial metaphor, while the second uses a temporal one 

- the expressions of a poet and mediator

-  Similarly, Haiku, a Japanese genre of short-form poetry, 

has a set structure: three phrases with a kireji, or cutting 

word, on (phonetic units equivalent to syllables) in a 5, 7, 

5 pattern, and a kigo, or seasonal allusion

- Award-winning Japanese poet and author Hasegawa Kai  

says, 'The purpose of haiku's kire (cutting) is to generate 

Ma, which is more eloquent than words. While a good 

haiku may appear to be just describing a object, Ma 

imparts kokoro (emotion).'

for example

w est ern  
l it erat u re

inspiring even

- W.B. Yeats incorporat ed structural ideas from Japanese 

Noh into his own plays after his two 'best friends' Ezra 

Pound and Ernest Fenollosa exposed him to it 

- In 1923, Yeats was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

Lit erat ure, which he attributed to his plays

for example

sp ir it ual 
d iscip lin e and a 

- Designing with Ma encourages designers and 

design thinkers to regard the design process as 

a spiritual discipline where active listening 

and in t ent ional observation leads to products 

and solutions that are creative, innovative and 

em pat het ic to the needs of the user    

- Whether it 's physical products, systems 

solutions, or digital experiences, designing 

with Ma creates oppor t unit ies to deepen 

relationships (wa), generate new knowledge 

(ba), connect to the world around us (tokoro), 

and allow moments of quiet and integration 

(ma), all of which enr ich  our own and others' 

exper iences of the world

for example

m ean in g fu lwhich is

- Declut t ered design that embraces Ma's 

negative space ensures each element or 

feature serves a meaningful, specific function 

generating enduring, impactful experiences 

for example
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WHITE
Kenya Hara

ARTG 6110 | Information Design Theory and Criticial Thinking Seminar 

Anushka Harne

There is no such thing as 'white.' Rather, 'white' exists solely in our 
perception. Therefore, we must not attempt to search for 'white.' 
Instead, we must search a  way to feel that whiteness. Through this 
process, we gain an awareness of a white that is slightly whiter than 
the white we experience normally.

This in turn makes us aware of the surprising diversity of whiteness
found in Japanese culture: we come to understand words such as 
silence and empty space, and distinguish the hidden meanings 
contained in them. 

白

Emptiness

Shinto  Shrine, jinja
Japanese religion of  Shinto worships the 
'eight million gods'  within nature, is a 
central space which embraces emptiness 
for hosting people’s religious activities and

 acts as a link to  'Humans and Gods.'

nemawashi (process of sensus-building)

indicates

in

in

in

of the 

filled with

creating forceful
energy for

a condition 
or kizen

future

content

Communication

Japanese culture

White 
(shiro)  

and 

also associates as

as
signifies

as

are closely
intertwined through the concept of

empty space

which 
arises 
from 

and is

and 
can get

a singular
and 

vivid 
image

lover

center of chaos

fragile

polluted

which forms

consensus

haragei (signaling of one’s intentions)

eye contact

techniques

silence

through

and some

are

and

through

example

example

While making important decisions, 
people don’t address the issue; 
instead they bracket the matter 
through an application of empti-
ness in communication. 

'May (  ) proceed in such 
(  ) a way?'

The group remains silent.

“Since there are no objections, it 
has been decided to (  ) proceed that 
way.'

This in turn, makes us aware of the 
surprising diversity of whiteness 
found in Japanese culture: we come 
to understand words such as 
silence and empty space, and 
distinguish the hidden meanings 
contained in them. 

Color (iro)

limited wordsmaterial, texture 
and emotions

gradiations of lights 8th century

had

during

(which remains unconnected)

all colors

Ichijrushi

is rooted 
in word

connected to
the words

It is a state of consciousness we 
enter when we focus on these 
things, when our senses seem to 
vibrate like the strings of a koto.

Clear and objective condition 
manifests itself in the purity of 
light, the lucidity embodied in a 
drop of  water, or force of a 
crashing waterfall. 

the Manyoshu, was published.

Itoshiroshi

and

at a same 
time
can be

no colors

can be

yohaku (empty margin)

concepts (non-existence and zero)

References
Hara, K., 2017. White. Zurich: Lars Muller Publishers. (Chapter 1 and 3)

Being Awake to Ma., Akama, Y.

can contain

or

Shiroshi

in
is related to

Japan’s National Flag

which is

with

and the circle’s 
meaning can be

white in color 

red circle in middle 

purely arbitrary

of actions

emergence 
and change

hetrogenous

becoming, 
transforming
becoming among 

cannot format.

living or 
non-livng

Ma 
(temporal and

spatial principles)

tangible or tacit 

absence or presence
of atmosphere

includes

which is 
entangled 
to

attributes are

that 
augment
ways to

ANT
(Actor-Network 

Theory)

Co-Design

and 

basic adjectives used

were

four in number

akai (red) 
(which means brightness)

(by adding ‘i’ noun becomes adjective)

kuroi (balck) 
(which means absence of light)

shiroi (white)
(which means brilliance)

aoi (blue)
(which means abscurity)

that shifts
constantly

from

Purti Hardikar
Absolutely loved the concept map, it looks delivers the message really well, it is well structured and looks pretty interesting in trying to put it.



diverging

diverging
converging

converging

Double diamond

2 phases

Definition phase

Discover stage

unstructured 

research findings

user interviews

empathic research

qualitative survey

quantitative survey

compitative analysis

omnibus ad hoc

user behaviour

Diverging : 
Converging : 

The process of exploring an issue more widely or deeply

The process of taking focused action from varied ideas

Research phase

Synthesis phase

understand

client brief

discover the problem

Develop stageDefine stage Deliver stage

Execution phase

has

which are

divided into

also known as

also known 
as

also known as

we create

and 
improvising 
using

to

identify

and 
pointout 
the

and analyse the

to create

has 
interactions 
on

to create

which helps

in evaluating

which are

which might be

from which we create

from which we create

and sorting 
the

for

from

and finalising

also known as

has 3 steps

from which 
we design

which includes 
concepts of

which includes 
concepts of

end evolving them combining with

to create the final

from which 
we create

to

and

is implimented 
using

the

of the

product

and use 
those

with

of the

updated

using

is where 

we

is where 

we do

of

by considering

used to

to define

Creating personas helps the designer to 
understand users' needs, experiences, 
behaviors and goal

“How might we” (HMW) questions are short questions 
that launch brainstorms. HMWs fall out of your point-
of-view statement or design principles as seeds for 
your ideation. 

Moodboard is a collection of images/real objects/
textures setting a tone or mood of a product.

A service blueprint is a diagram that visualizes the relationships 
between different service components — people, props (physical or 
digital evidence), and processes — that are directly tied to 
touchpoints in a specific customer journey.

A wireframe, also known as a page schematic or 
screen blueprint, is a visual guide that represents the 
skeletal framework of a website.

Interaction design, often abbreviated as 
IxD, is "the practice of designing interactive 
digital products, environments, systems, 
and services."

User experience design is the process of 
creating evidence-based, interaction 
designs between human users and 
products or websites.

A design system is a documented catalog of 
components and styles used within a product, 
including how and why each should be implemented.

User Interface (UI) Design focuses on anticipating what 
users might need to do and ensuring that the interface 
has elements that are easy to access, understand, and 
use to facilitate those actions

Usability is a measure of how well a specific 
user in a specific context can use a product/
design to achieve a defined goal effectively, 
efficiently and satisfactorily.

UX user testing is the process of collecting 
information about usability and overall user 
experience from actual users during the design 
process. 

Prototyping is a key part of the UI and UX design process. 
Designers can create either a high or low fidelity prototype 
depending on their purpose, allowing them to test a feature, 
application, or website.

Information architecture (IA) is, like a blueprint, 
a visual representation of the product's 
infrastructure, features, and hierarchy.

Customer journey maps are used to map the 
relationship between a customer and an organization 
over time and across all channels on which they 
interact with the business. 

which are used 
in creating

by mapping and identifing

of user in 
the

from which we can use

which 
opens the

to identify the

the

and

and understand it using

User interviews are where a researcher asks questions 
of and records responses from users. They can be used 
to examine the user experience, the usability of the 
product

mpathic research engages the designer (researcher) 
and user (subject) as collaborators, who together 
develop knowledge and understanding in order to 
generate appropriate solutions for real needs.

which is affected by

has 2 types

used to

developed from

results are used as

has 3 ways

to

divided into

Strategy and plan, where we 
define "Why?" and "How?"

The very first stage of the Double Diamond model 
consists of learning more about the different variables 
that affect the problem and its possible solution.

The definition stage in the Double Diamond model 
consists of filtering through all the information you got 
from stage one, and elaborating on it. 

This stage of the Double Diamond model marks the start 
of the actual design process, the actual making of the 
solution to the problem defined in stages one and two.

This stage of the Double Diamond model marks the start 
of the actual design process, the actual making of the 
solution to the problem defined in stages one and two.

Working through tradeoffs to deliver 
optimal solutiuon, i.e, "What?"

The Double Diamond design model is a system designers can follow in their creative process. The British Design Council made it 
official following a long study that involved corporate giants such as Microsoft, Starbucks, Sony and LEGO.



Design Council’s Double Diamond clearly conveys a design process to designers and non-designers alike. The two diamonds 
represent a process of exploring an issue more widely or deeply (divergent thinking) and then taking focused action (convergent 
thinking).  This framework helps designers and non-designers across the globe tackle some of the most complex social, economic 
and environmental problems. It is a fundamental part of our work: enabling us to support the public, private and third sector 
organisations we work with transform the way they develop and deliver their services.

Ideation phase

Implementation phase

Citations

prototype

design system

wireframes

user Interface designs

learn

testing

evaluate

usability

user testing methods

release

insights

user profiles

customer journey maps

touch points

requirement brief

HMW - questions

whole journey

opportunity areas

themes and clusters

define problem

persona

scenarios

sketching

Information Architechture

mood boards

user flows

emotions

front/back stage 
actions

brainstroming ideas

complexity of product

ideas

hypotheses

potential 
solutions

character profiles

Service blueprints

interaction design

user experience

Double diamond process Naveen kumar CH

analytics

itterate

feedback

to

the received 

which 
goes to 

and implement in

Final testing

and loop 
back to

final

product

versions

https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/what-framework-innovation-design-councils-evolved-double-diamond

https://www.designorate.com/the-double-diamond-design-thinking-process-and-how-to-use-it/

“Designing Social Systems in a Changing World” Book by Béla H. Bánáthy

https://www.justinmind.com/blog/double-diamond-model-what-is-should-you-use/
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Sources

systemic oppression in design and methodologies of inclusion

TOWARDS INCLUSITIVITY

hack modify

remix adaptation

 to circumvent the

users

 requires

 and

imperfect

incomplete

 practices are

 always have

unanticipated 
consequences

moves

 because

 for

responsible

 are

glitch
 is seen as

trivial
 or

spurious

signal

 however it is a

 about the

one-size-fits-one
 is a

 and can often extend to

many

inclusive design

 is as much about the 

 as it is the

result

process  centers

user personas

motivations

 should understand a user’s

spectrum of users

diverse situations

 to consider a

 from

designer

 for accessing a particular

technology

 can be used be a

community organizing

 centers the

problems

community
 is interested in 

addressing
 and thereby may be seen as an act of

 a

universal design (ud)
 is a

one-size-fits-all
 tries to accomodate the

most users
 without the need for

adaptation

denormalize

universal user

 the

user testing
 should have

intersectional benchmarks

design justice methodscodesign strategies

! must reflect

lived experiences

all strategies

 otherwise are likely to

fail

“Don’t start by 
building a new 
table; start by 

coming to the table.”

- Sasha Constanza 
Chock

contrasts

participation design (pd)
 is a design method that orginiated in

Scandinavia

end users

 throughout the

process
 has influenced many

e.g.
architecture,

upban planning,
computer software,

public services,
communications,

geographic 
information 

systems

fields

 and is notable for its inclusion of

belonging

 creates

 for each

individual
 reflecting

“Nothing about 
us without us.” 

- Disability Rights 
Movement Motto

“Database design, in an 
‘exercise in world-build-

ing’, a normative process 
in which programmers 

are in a position to 
project their world views - 

a process that all too 
often reproduces the 

technogy of race.” 

- Ruha Benjamin

value-sensitive-design (vsd)
 centers both

direct and indirect users

contrasts

gend
er

sexuality class

geography

skin color

la
ng

ua
ge

wealt
h

neurodiversity
ability

citizenship

education

re
lig

io
n

designer systems

society

designs back

cre
ate

s t
he

 to
uch

points 
of

therefore controlling participation through the regulation of behavior in a

 is the creation of

artificial objects

design
 in a

material world

disability

so
ci

al
 m

od
el

mismatch
 occurs when someone encounters a

interaction
 between their body and the

world

barrier

 which prevents an

ability
 is

dynamic

 and changes with

age

injury

environment

 or

 or

 views

permanent

temporary

situational

 or

 or

 may be

m
edical m

odel

 is a

modern phenomenon
 arriving in the 19th century with the advent of

population-level data
 and advances in

statistical theory
 can create a

distancing e�ect
 where those outside of the norm become

outliers
 and came to be seen as

unnatural

“Disability 
reveals just how 
unfinished the 
world really is.” 

- Sara Hendren

 is the source of an

individual
 that exists outside of

normal

body

Design is the conscious 
e�ort to impose a 
meaningful order.

- Victor Papanek

matrix of
domination

black feminist

intersectionality
 suggests that

policy
 grounded in

single-axis analysis
 refers to when

 are considered

independent

theory
of

theory of

“Each individual derives 
varying amounts of 

penalty and priviledge 
from the multiple 

systems of oppression 
which frame everyone’s 

lives.”

- Patricia Hill Collins

 is the expression of

dominant values
 are

social
 and

political

identities

 organize

and located within the
 theory situates

knowledge
 in the embodied

experiences
 of an

individual

 organizes

power
 resulting in both  

oppression
 and 

priviledge

inequities
 of

multi-burdened 
people

 cannot address

groups

institutions

is experienced in

 influenced

activism

adheres to the

accessibility
 is

theorizes that

centers the

is required when there is as

 are 

socially informed
 rendering them 

biased

 creates

sites
 of

resistance technical

engineers the

reinforce

automate

inequity

through the

 imposes

order

“We shape our 
tools and 

therefore our 
tools shape us.” 

- Kat Holmes

“We design our 
world, and our 

world designs us 
back.”

-Anne-Marie Willis

 is

discrimatory
 when it is

exclusive
 and not

mutable

 can be

intentional
 or

unintentional

exists in the

may reproduce

e.g.
Robert Moses’

Long Island Parkway
system

normativity
 encourages

standardization
 and

universality
 which can be

has a complex relationship with

 through

hierarchy

di�ers from

is

can
be

is within the
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misfit
disharmony

body world

universal design

thoughtful environments

human ability

disability
barriers

accomodation DE
SI

GN

one-size fits one

which is caused by

between the

ability rigidityand depend on the relative

 of the

lived experience

lives not just in the

surroundings

bu
t a

lso
 in the

conditions

is the

between

becomes

of the

when
 th

e

interact with the

unique

questions

sees design as 
not a problem 
but as

of the existing structure of

disa�ordsbecause

is

uses the approach

accessibility

is preferred over

is just

is an outcome of

diversity

looks at

excluded

and the

of

and begin with those

who are usually

involvement

requires

process outcome

exclusive design

in

function
usability

create
s

dehumanizingis

anticipate

human experiencefacilitates

focuses on

and

users

co-design

stakeholders
involves

of the design

im
pa

ct

whom the

will

including

anyone involved in 
the process of

better operation
and reform

focuses on

and not

human right

norm
alcy

fallacy

is a “everyone”

that causes us 
to design for no one

and therefore

burden

is hindered when the

people

work-arounds

aggregationis based 
on

and does not 
truly reflect

is a

of exploring

and is enabled by
creates

is placed on

to find 
their own

becomes th
e d
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ult

 w
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Kathleen Foley Information Design Theory & Critical Thinking 

Sasha Costanza-Chock Margaret Hagan

facilitates

Popularized through the use of the 
statistical normal distribution to 
describe populations, the use of 
normalcy has dissimentated to a wide 
variety of disciplines including design. 
This application of normalcy has an 
othering e�ect for those beyond the 
average and rather than capturing the 
diversity of a population reduces it to an 
aggregated normal that no person fits. 

which facilitates a better

3

Disability occurs when a disconnect 
occurs between the conditions of the 
body and the shape of the world. 
Disability goes beyond physical 
capability and includes all states of 
being that are inhibited in some way by 
our surroundings. Everyone will 
experience disability at some point in 
their life. 

1

1

3

Spring 2022

Sara Hendron Kat Holmes Aimie Hamraie

2

One-size fits one does not imply 
segregated solutions but rather requires 
the implementation of flexibility and 
personalization in a design solution. 

2



ludwig mies van der rohe   less is more
adolf loos   ornamentation is crime

edward tufte   maximize the data-ink ratio
edward tufte   above all else, show the data

edward tufte   make complex data simplified
edward tufte   content-free decoration distracts

 adolf loos   decoration wastes effort and time
annemarie quispel, et al   clarity of the design is most important

steve franconeri, et al   use familiar forms to avoid taxing readers
stephen few   visual embellishments can obfuscate nuance

stephen few   minimalist designs help highlight data’s details
stephen few   visual embellishments can distort and mislead

adolf loos   embellishment leads to a quicker obsolescence
huiyang li, et al   decorations can be cluttered and unprofessional

edward tufte   data should be presented neutrally and objectively
edward tufte   visual decorations are superfluous to the message

william cleveland & robert mcgill  certain visual encodings are more precise than others
edward tufte   aesthetics is merely a byproduct of the display of data

e.dward tufte   the design should disappear in favor of the information
edward tufte   embellishment competes with and undermines the data

scott bateman, et al   embellishment can imbue designs with value judgments
huiyang li, et al   people have to spend more time on an embellished design

steve franconeri, et al   there is a science to the visual communication of information

less is a bore denise scott brown & robert venturi

ornamentation is eye-catching nigel holmes

be deliberate with all decisions giorgia lupi

above all else, invoke a reaction nigel holmes

show the complexity in the data giorgia lupi

decoration boosts reader engagement steve haroz, et al

decorated forms better express meaning denise scott brown & robert venturi

aesthetics of the design is most important annemarie quispel, et al

inspire readers with new visual metaphors giorgia lupi

decorated designs help build visual metaphors stephen few

embellishments highlight elements for emphasis stephen few

embellishments boost information memorability michelle borkin, et al

a lack of ornamentation merely leads to emptiness denise scott brown & robert venturi

decoration can help convey the themes of a design huiyang li, et al

data is not and cannot be truly impartial or neutral paolo ciuccarelli

embellishment can make some designs more accessible keke wu, et al

certain visual forms can be more expressive than others enrico bertini

aesthetics should be integral to the functions of a design victor papanek

the design can bolster the accuracy of information recall scott bateman, et al

meaningful embellishments can benefit working memory dake zhang, et al 
people tend to find designs with decoration more enjoyable scott bateman, et al

people want to spend more time on an embellished design huiyang li, et al

there is an art to the visual communication of information alberto cairo

The Debate Around Visual Embellishment in Info. Design
                                                      Andrew Noe

Candidate, M.S. Information Design and Data Visualization
Northeastern University



experience + crucial element

GAME 

PLAY an in one of many ways of understanding games
a

Psychological term that is connected to Learning + Problem Solving
are

1. Systematic Discovery
2. Concentration
3. Observation
4. Patience

a
Allowed and fulfilling journey 
driven by individual decisions. 
The entire process is more 
meaningful and lessons are 
learned along the way.

A
 c

om
pl

ex
 r

el
at

io
ns

hi
p

a system that players engage in an Artificial Conflict defined by rules in a Quatifiable 
Outcome

of

Rules + Constraints

ar
e 

co
nn

ec
te

d

play

game
play game game

play

“Play is a component 
of game”

“Game is a subset 
of play”

“Game and Play 
are mid-ground”

+ Final Poster + Dominique Alvarado

“Playing the Game” be considered as Abstract + Concrete being a
discipline

are

Two Separate Ideas with relation but distinct meanings

PLAY + GAMES 

Br
ok

en
 d

ow
n 

in
to

 8
 d

efi
ni

tio
ns

can bring us closer to a meaningful understanding

1. Formal and Informal
2. An activity amoung 2 or more independent decision makers seeking to achieve their objectives in some limiting context.
3. Play is a separation from ordinary life + the fact that it takes place within special boundaries of time + space point to the           
artificiality of games.

4. It can be described as free or voluntary, by pointing out that the end of a game is uncertain, and associating play with a                       
sense of make-believe.

5. The act of playing the game that includes engagement, rules, and roles being accepted in the activity.
6. Four primary qualitites that define the category of things are representation, interaction, conflict, and safety. 
7. A form of art that participants or players, make decisions in order to manage resources through decisions to pursuit a goal
8. An exercise of voluntary control systems that is a contest between powers, confined by rules to produce a outcome. 

is an example





solution ideas

Design SynthesisDesign Process 
Concept Map


generate

connect with

front edge

has

interpretingframing

Dorst proposed that frame is a solution to the 
problem. The complete pattern of problem-
solution connections would be imposed on the 
problem and the actual linking of problem and 
solution would accordingly be the activity of 
framing.

reframing

Through a scheme with three categories: 
framing, moving, and reflecting. Framing is the 
initial phase in ill-defined problem solving. 
Reframing is adjust the directions after 
considering the situation, and identify both the 
ends to be sought and the means to be 
employed.

Design

design

synthesis

one important step

The map is to explore how design 
process affects problem-solving, 
and how it relates to design 
innovations. The conversation will 
focus on several opinions about 
design procedure.

Sources: 

Alexander’s Synthesis of form 

Goldschmidt’s Design Synthesis

Kees Dorst’s frame innovation

Alexander
Cycles of acts of ideation

Process

design 

thinking convergent


thought

divegent 

thought

thinking
divergent 

directions

a variety of aspects
moves away in to involve

Two Modes of Thought

information solving 

a problem

a single correct 

solution

brings

focused on to have

seeing

awareness 

& attention

observe

the world

reflect on general 
cultural contexts

practice

moving

(take actions)

process the 

design space

a satisficing 

solution

experiments

tests

make propositions

evaluation

a coherent construal 

of the problem

Alexander

three types of 

design process

context form

actual world

Three modes of contexts and form

C1 F1

context form

C1 F1

C2 F2

Qinzhe Chen   ARTG 6110 Info Design Theory/Crit Think

mental picture

actual world

context form

C1 F1

C2 F2 mental picture

C3 F3
formal picture 

of mental picture

actual world

Goldschmidt

structure of design

problem-

solving

think about
build

for

a frame for design

Frame Innovation design solution
Kees Dorst

ARCHAEOLOGY PARADOX CONTEXT

FIELDTHEMEFRAMES

FUTURES TRANSFORMATION INTEGRATION

Investigate apparent problem

Define the problem situation


Identify the core paradox 

or deadlock that keeps the 

problem owner from moving 

forward

Focuse on stakeholders, 

target audience, and all 

people involved

a space where assets (cultural, 

economic, social, and symbolic) 

re the “currency” that is exchanged 

between players. 

understand the deeper factors 

that underlie the needs, motivation, 

and experiences of the “players”

Structure, 

relationship, 

layer

thinking forward

design solution ideas, 

design concepts


a critical evaluation of what frames 
and solution directions would be 
feasible

new frames and the 
developments are well 
integrated into the 
context



starts with Multi disciplinaries

Conversat ion Design design language
is a 

voice user interface 
design

human voice

interaction design

visual design motion design

audio design UX writ ing

integrated from

based on

natural language

spoken conversation

refers to 

Cooperative Principle

includes

efficient & rational 
communication

states that
cooperation

assumes
participants

between

Quality Quantity RelevanceManner
Grice's Theory of 

Conversational Implicatures

through

truthfullness

say

informativeness

of

perspicuity

as

relevance

of

has

provide communicate provide

include and and and

responses based on 
facts and truth

e.g.

provides the right 
amount of information

e.g.

provides a personality

e.g.

provide information 
that is relevant

e.g.

Users

Key uses cases

Persona

Sample dialogues

Testing and iteration

Long tail

Scaling

needs tasks

circumstances words/phases

goals

technical limitations
considers

effort t imeline

possible actions
provides

and

conversation f low
and determines

feedback
to receive

edge cases
is composed of

include

multimodel conversation
uses

Confirmation users' input
validates

is built upon

has

is triggered by is described through

discoverability
requires

in

are represented by

standardized mental 
image

is

visualizes

lead to

is used to create

visual mock-ups
along with

paths
illustrates all

explicit confirmation

implicit confirmation

force users to confirm 
the information

e.g.

let users know what was 
understood, but don't ask to 

confirm

e.g.

lead to

command-and-control

rather than

design strategies

to evaluate

such as

promoting 
discoverability of 

new features

Wizard of Oz 
experiment

uses test a prototype 
without developing 

the software

e.g.

80/ 20 rule
follows 80% of users follow 

the most common 
20% of possible paths

e.g.

devices
to scale across

personality
or

to move forward

considers

and

leads to

Conversational 
Components

has 13 components

Acknowledgements Apologies Commands Confirmation Discourse 
markers

Earcons

EndingsErrorsGreetingsInformational 
Statement

QuestionsSuggestionsChips

Okay

e.g.

Sorry, I can't send 
eCards yet

e.g.

Create a bouquet of 
yellow daisies tulips

e.g.

Got it, the men's shoes in 
blue. In what size>

e.g.

By the way

e.g.

<welcome chime>
e.g.

Anything else I can 
help you with?

e.g.

Sorry, for how many?

e.g.

Welcome

e.g.

42 is lower than 54

e.g.

What kind of f lowers 
would you like?

e.g.

I can tell you more 
about I/O. I/O is...

e.g.

Add to cart button, 
doesn't require input

e.g.

are not

acknowledgement 
stands by itself

don't provide insights into how what 
follows related to what comes before

because

is different from

of

Maxims of Conversation

John has two PhD?s 
+> I believe John and 

have adequate 
evidence that he has. 

Nigel has fourteen 
children 

+> Nigel has no more 
than fourteen children 

Pass the salt +> Pass 
the salt now 

How do I get to the 
apartment -> *provide 
direction* +> Follow 
exactly the direction

has implications

Definition of Implicatures:
"What is meant is often go beyond 
what is said, and that this additional 
meaning is inferred and predictable"

Conversat ion Design
Leila Do (Information Design Theory and Information /  Spring 2022)

"Conversational components are all the things 
that make up a prompt, like acknowledgements 
or questions. They also include chips, which are 

used to continue or pivot the conversation."

are unexpected paths in

should be based on

Purti Hardikar
I really like how comprehensive the flow of the concept map is, it looks really great!



structure
Recognizing that we perceive things as being composed 
of interrelated elements: parts that make a whole.

Kimbell Art Museum 

Physical structure: Columns & 
beams arranged in regular patterns.

Conceptual structure:
Establishes particular relationships 
b/w indoor & outdoor spaces 
through symmetry and order

distinct

Hierarchy Network Lattice

bu
t c

oh
er

en
t

Various ways to organize the parts ? similar to 
Christopher Alexander's mathematical pictures or patterns 
used to minimize the "misfits" between form & context 

forms a mental model of how the 
place is structured

Chase Bank Website 

Physical structure: words, phrases, 
icons, transitions, sounds

Conceptual structure:
Public zone for bank's marketing 
material & private zone for personal 
account details

The conceptual structure 
serves to create both 
distinctions and coherence 
between the environment's 
constituent elements.

Well-attuned to purpose & 
our sensory needs

- Navigation system

- Labeling system

- Distinctions

- Metaphors

interactive elements like icons/ set of links that afford a 

user to move from one part to another 

gives an understanding of what environment it is and what 
you can do there, e.g. section headers

uses language effectively to create distinctions in user's mind. E.g. 
"log in" to distinguish b/w public & private spaces.

is central to the way the user experiences environment. E.g. "Files" and 
"Folders" in a computer desktop are relatable elements in the physical world. 
"Clap" icon on Medium's posts represent a reward to a good performance.

clearly relate

In
fo

rm
at

io
n 

En
vi

ro
nm

en
ts

The Digital Converges 
with the Physical
Currently, we are "living in information" ?  virtual 
structures that serve us and control our behavior. 
This map explores the ?whole-systems? view, as 
we, as designers are responsible for both the 
?things? that we design and their ?contexts?. 

Here, we draw upon architecture as a way to 
design information environments that serve 
humanity. 

Apple Messages app is a shared environment whose 
boundaries are defined by the app's user interface.

environment

context

Boundaries of a physical room are defined by its 
walls and ceiling creating an environment.

is made of information

creates

which lead to 

influences

products 
as places

placemaking

Digital design ?  Wikipedia
A living document collectively written and edited by 
people around the world in real-time. 

It is a place that provides structures, navigation 
systems & rules of engagement. Jimmy Wales, the 
founder, is rather the "architect of an environment". 

activity 
with a focus on intended outcomes & 
behavior rather than forms or interactions

that  becomes a

systems

results in

building "places"
Software Applications
Designing software is creating contexts in which 
other people can work, learn, play, organize, bank, 
shop or gossip.

working in information
where most interactions are mediated through screens. The way we 
organize our shared information environment has an impact in our ability 
to collaborate as the way we organize our physical offices.

learning in information

Online learning providers offer a low-cost alternative to the cost of 
traditional higher education, Self-paced but also builds a community

shopping in information
E.g. Amazon is powerful as it lets users make a better informed decision. 
? Lower prices, larger customer base, can reconfigure itself dynamically

socializing in information
Interacting in information environments like Facebook or Twitter engages 
people throughout the world and has an effect on their ability to act 
collectively.

Bank's website or mobile 
application make it possible 
for us to do banking

Library's components make it 
possible for us to read

Context is an agent's understanding of 
the relationships between the elements 
of the agent's environment

Surroundings of a system or 
organism that influence the 
system's or organism's behavior. affordances

is determined by the 
relationship b/w

agent object

in the environment

signifiers
a sort of indicator in the 
physical/ social world that can 
be interpreted meaningfully 

Walking on a sidewalk ? the 
sidewalk affords your travel & the 
crossing signs are the signifiers.

semantic environment
shared understanding of social 
relations b/w the agents that 
participated in interaction, their goals, 
and vocabulary used while interaction

meaningful 
communication

allows for

in a part icular

Speed limits create a semantic 
environment that you use to 
interact safely in roadways

Software create semantic environments.
Example: Microsoft Word employs a 
particular vocabulary;
"Home" means different in this context

Particular group of words set in the 
particular order creates a context that 
gives meaning to the whole picture.

Society has collectively agreed 
that some constraints are 
necessary in order

architecture

are intent ionally 
designed through

Architecture is a design discipline that is focused on 
structuring our physical environments, and information 
architecture is the design discipline that does the same 
for information environments 

achieves a sense of community & nobility

"a gathering space" Office space vs. Slack

 create

are experienced in

output  of which revolves around

Architecture informs our self-identity and culture

design principles

function
buildings provide utility; "form follows function" 
expresses a focus on efficiency and expression in 
service to functionality

ergonomics
majorly concerned about designing environments 
that can be used by people, therefore careful 
consideration of work in relation to dimensions & 
capabilities of the human body

understandability
configurations of elements to communicate 
particular messages and influence behavior

quality
beautiful form with a tangible sense of quality 
from largest to granular scale

resilience
design environments that can change w/o 
compromising the integrity of the whole

how it's organized & how 
users can move around
so that they can make mental models of the place

Designers of Information environments ? arrange 
semantic elements like icons, labels, buttons & links. 

Architects strive to make environments understandable; 
by arranging relationships b/w physical forms & elements

coherence
having elements arranged in a particular order 
toward a sense of wholeness in the place

fit
how well it addresses the contextual 
conditions that brought it forth

a good fit ? a tight relationship b/w form & 
context, Christopher Alexander

C1 F1

i. Physically change the form 
of the environment

context form

ii. Your mere presence 
changes the context

leading to emergence of  Information Architecture

Aims to make information easier for people to f ind 
and understand by presenting them in context

"You only understand information relative to what 
you already understand" ? Richard Saul Wurman

wayfinding  & context-making as a goal

Design at large IT companies have focused on "product-oriented" 
approach that "moves fast and break things"; breaking the society.  
These digital things we are making are the places where many social 
interactions are happening, so we need to design them accordingly. 
Therefore, they need architecture.

the problem

allow to come
together as a

provides

ecological images
? rainforest, whales in the 
ocean, etc

artif icial images
? buildings, parks, towns, 
cities, etc

Natural 

Physical

Physical Environments

text-color encodes ?  influences

user behavior 
and actions
When you inhabit an environment, 
use it for its intended purpose, & 
interact with other people there, it 
becomes part of your mental 
model of the world. These 
environments are "places". 

tackle challenges by designing through

Digital Environments
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Most complex systems are composed of 
various subsystems working together toward 
a coherent experience. Information Environments ? data 

structures to store information, 
algorithms to manipulate it, user 
interface to make data accessible 
to everyone

For a building ? combination of 
physical components holding the 
roof, electrical components, HVAC, 
plumbing components, telecom,.

is
 f

o
rm

ed
 b

y 
a 

th
o

ug
ht

fu
l a

rr
an

ge
m

en
t 

o
f

The success of the 
whole depends on the 
skillful arrangement & 
coordination of the 
subsystems. 

subsystems

interact  

integrate
toward a particular goal

Critical systems concepts

has goals
the parts work together toward 
achieving one/more goals

has resources that ebb & flow
System's resources are either stored in 
the system or flow as needed

evolves over time
components in a system have different 
change-rates and scales of size

has a boundary
a clear difference b/w the world 
inside the system and the world 
outside

requires resources
in order to accomplish its goals & 
also think about how it impacts 
the broader environment in which 
they operate

how to think systemically? (express abstract ideas) 

Design of Information Environments 
requires using a conceptual model to 
evaluate system's component parts, the 
users, the relationships, the goals, 
boundaries b/w it, etc.

Architects explore possible 
relationships of its spaces using 
bubble diagrams to solve holistic 
project goals.

run quick high level what-if scenarios

challenge is to define boundaries
must place artificial limits & system 
becomes unpractical. Therefore, every 
system needs to have minimum no.of 
elements and relationships that is 
needed to serve its goals.

constraints of the physical world

start simple clarify a vision evolve the system over time

has feedback mechanisms
have the means to monitor the state 
of its components and adjust its 
functions accordingly

Stuff
Space Plan
Services
Skin
Structure
Site

"A building properly conceived is several layers 
of longevity of built components"

A system's perspective of part to whole

takes 
an 
approach 
of

Complex apps navigate multiple 
layers of complexity 

holistic, adaptive, 
& practical 

systems approach
through "layers"

Integration

Information

Intention

Environment

Institution
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serve a purpose, build a community

A smartphone provides an 
affordance of a touchscreen that 
allows for direct manipulation by a 
person?s finger. The icons, text and 
buttons on the screen are signifiers.

Symbolic
They embody and catalyze our cultural 
identities at local, national and global 
level; they ground us. 

Physical 

They shelter us, provide us a context to 
perform activities including socializing. 

serving on 2 levels

Designed by Tanvi Modi  |  Information Design Theory  |  Spring '22 

conducive to a goal

a holistic view

Inspiration

Dubberly Design Office, Concept Maps: Model of a Brand 

http://no.of
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